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We prove a theorem &wing that for every ir teger p (p a2) there is a good minirlal coloring 
of the edges alf JCzD such that every hamiltonian path in Kzp uses at least one colour twice. Tphis 
gives a counter-example tea a conjecture of Ha III [2). 
Definitions and notatictn are classical (see [lJ). Particularly: 
the edges of a graph is a colouring in which two adjacent 
colouxs. 
A good collonring of 
edges havs distinct 
In (21, G. Hahn proposed the follo;viLlg conjecture: In every col~uri;lg of the 
edges of Km where n W2k: ancl k 32 (n =y 4, k = 2 excepted), such that each colour 
appears at most k times, K,, contains a l~amiltonian path not using the same 
colour twice. 
We show that,, in fact, for all n = 2p the1 c exists a counter-example. 
LRanma For euely integer p there exists a gm Id coloutirrg of the edges of I&. (n = 2*) 
s&t that every colour appears exactly in times. 
Proot, Let us consider the vertices of K,, rn = 2p) as the elements of I.he finite 
group (Z/2Zjp. We want to have a good min mal colouring of the edges of K,,. IFor 
this purpose, we give the colour x - y (colours will be considered as ele mentsl of 
(Z/2Z)p) to the edge (x, y) in K,,. Note that in (ZJ2Z)p x - y = y - x, so that the 
colour of an edge is perfectly defined. 
The fact that thk gives a goiod minimal CC llouring to the edge of K, aaid hence 
that every colour is used exactly $2 times, s left to the reader. C3 
T’he~mm. me r&outing CJ~ K,, (II= 2p, p : s 2) defined above gives a countm 
example to the 0. Hahn’s conjectwe. 
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RuBof. Let y,=(x1,x2,.:., q, 1 be a lhas&onian path issued from a vertex x,, and 
ending in X, not using the same col~ur twice. As the length of this path is M - 1 
and as this is exactly the number of the colours used, we d,educe that each colour 
appears once and only once ill CL. 
In (Z/Z!)” we have 
;rc, --x1 = (x, - h-1) +&_, - G-2) c l ’ * + (Xg - x2) + (X2 - X1). 
7 me quaa$$’ m”ee ‘tight . mernb&’ &6&enr t$,e &,& of: the edges 
j 
(Xl, J& &, x3), l l l 9 (x,,.+ xJ. Her&‘-&, is the sum of all the non-zero 
elements of the group. Since itt (Z/2&? ,this sum is zero, as it js easy to check, we 
would have & :=x1, a contradi&ion, Cl 
, - ; .‘. 
This counter-example leaves open the following question (see [2D. 
Suppose we use a colour at most k times in a not necessarily good colouring of 
the edges of K,,. Is there a function f(k) of k such that for any n *f(k) there 
exists a hamiltornian path using il- 1 distinct colours, in any such colcuring of &? 
Fcir k d2 we ‘hnow’ t&t t(..k) 2% (see r$] for further ref~erence on those 
que&ons.) 
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